Sound Off!

In this activity, your partner is going to walk you through a listening activity. Listen carefully as he or she makes different sounds and asks you questions about what you hear. You might be surprised by the results.

### Now Hear This!

Elephants can make and hear sounds that are too low for humans to hear. Dogs, mice, bats, and some monkeys can all hear sounds that are too high for the human ear to detect.

#### Describe the Sound
- Cover Left Ear: Sound 1
- Cover Right Ear: Sound 2
- Cover Both Ears: Sound 3
- Both Ears Uncovered: Sound 1
- Both Ears Uncovered: Sound 2

#### Is it near or far?
- Describe the sound

#### What direction is the sound coming from?
- Describe the sound

#### How loud is it?
- Describe the sound